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School background 2018–2020

School vision statement School context School planning process

Clunes Public School’s motto is ‘Learn to Live – Live to
Learn’ and our values are ‘Respect, Responsibility and
Integrity’.

Clunes Public School aims to develop responsible, caring
and committed students. The school ethos is based on
mutual respect. Clunes School offers innovative and
individualised learning programs and experienced
teachers.

Clunes has an outstanding record of academic, sporting
and cultural success.

Our school community works together to ensure our
students are well supported, inspired and equipped with the
skills necessary for future focused learning being part of a
global society while retaining a strong sense of local
community.

Clunes Public School has 80 students. It is located in the
beautiful hills between Lismore and Bangalow. School
programs focus on the development of thinking skills and
self–esteem in all students. The strong academic focus and
positive learning environment of Clunes School enables
students to set and achieve goals at a high standard.
Technology is integrated across the curriculum. We offer a
balanced curriculum that provides the opportunity for
cultural and sporting development through a whole–school
music program that includes band and choir, whole–school
sport and fitness programs, an across–school public
speaking competition and a student council. The
community is seen as an integral part of the school's
organisation. Positive community and school interaction is
a feature of Clunes Public School.

We are also a proud member of the First North Community
of Schools and Rivers P– 12 which enhances our quality
teaching and learning while providing a diverse range of
experiences and opportunities for our students.

Collaborative planning in deciding directions for our school
is driven by consultative practices, ongoing analysis of
student and school performance against state expectations
in student performance, quality teaching standards and the
School Excellence Framework. Our 3 Strategic Directions
closely align with the Department of Education goals.

 All school community members have participated in
consultative processes, evaluation, planning opportunities
and committee, Student Council and Parent & Community
 meetings.

In 2018 we will not use the 'Tell Them From Me' survey as
it was deemed the information was not suitable for small
cohorts and did not provide us with enough specific
information to enable effective analysis and action.

Staff have participated in ongoing planning, assessment,
analysis and evaluation processes. .
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School strategic directions 2018–2020

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 1

Excellence  in Learning

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 2

Excellence in Teaching

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 3

Excellence in Leading

Purpose:

To ensure a quality continuum of learning for our students
through:

 Innovation, excellence and continuous improvement

 Expectations of high standards and strong values

 Purposeful and inspired learning

Providing opportunities and pathways for every student to
reach their full personal, educational and social potential

Purpose:

To ensure stimulating and engaging learning environments
with quality teaching practices which:

Accelerate learning

Deliver differentiated curriculum which is flexible, reflective,
relevant and dynamic.

Meet the diverse needs of our students, staff and
community.

Purpose:

Inspiring a love of learning, confidence, creativity,
compassion and resilience in our students as future global
students by building capacity of students, staff and
community through:

Seeking excellence in meeting the diverse needs of our
students, staff and community.

Building stronger links with community through greater
understanding to support their children's learning.

Instilling and promoting School Community high
expectations and strong values.

Maintaining a safe and nurturing environment.
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Strategic Direction 1: Excellence  in Learning

Purpose

To ensure a quality continuum of learning
for our students through:

 Innovation, excellence and continuous
improvement

 Expectations of high standards and strong
values

 Purposeful and inspired learning

Providing opportunities and pathways for
every student to reach their full personal,
educational and social potential

Improvement Measures

2018 Focus –Demonstrated
individual student growth in  writing and
spelling to a minimum of effect size 0.4 by
the end of the year.

Students writing will show evidence of:

 Greater and diverse spelling skills and
improved accuracy.

Capacity to apply a variety of spelling
strategies  to all writing.

Improved and accurate application of
punctuation and other grammar devices.

Spelling –   Students applying a variety of
spelling strategies  to own writing.

Working Mathematically – students
demonstrating observable engagement in
collaborative problem solving, articulating
strategies and mathematical mindsets

People

Students

K – 6 students

Staff

Michelle Slee 

All teaching staff and teacher support staff

Parents/Carers

Processes

Students will improve all aspects of writing
with a focus on increasing the accuracy of
spelling with an understanding of different
strategies.

Encouraging positive mindsets towards
mathematics to improve confidence and
ability in problem solving.

Evaluation Plan

Majority of students performing at or
exceeding state levels driven by positive
mindsets and greater confidence in
problem solving.

Practices and Products

Practices

Students assessed and placed in levels
appropriate to spelling ability.  Teachers
devise weekly programs for all students

Teachers devise weekly programs using a
diverse range of strategies and activities for
all students that enable students to
understand and apply a diverse range of
spelling strategies to their own writing in all
KLAs.

Products

Students writing shows evidence of
vocabulary extension.

Students demonstrate an ability to use a
variety of stratetgies  revelant to the
problem and can justify their methods –
Showing working out – practices
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Strategic Direction 2: Excellence in Teaching

Purpose

To ensure stimulating and engaging
learning environments with quality teaching
practices which:

Accelerate learning

Deliver differentiated curriculum which is
flexible, reflective, relevant and dynamic.

Meet the diverse needs of our students,
staff and community.

Improvement Measures

All teaching staff have attained and are
demonstrating proficient teacher status
according to the Professional Teaching
Standards  and some teachers aspiring to
higher levels of accreditation status.

Staff participating in the accreditation
process to attain proficient teacher either
as a  beginning teacher or
in maintenance phase  or aspiring to higher
accreditation are engaged in the process,
logging hours and collecting quality
samples towards accreditation.

Maintain L3 & S1L3 School status due to
the majority of Early Stage One and Stage
One students performing at or exceeding
state literacy levels and teachers
successfully completing training

People

Staff

All teaching staff.

All SASS and teaching support staff

Students

Early Stage One and Stage One students

Anna Jenner

Malcolm Sky

Processes

Teachers are exposed to high level, current
thinking, future focused learning initiatives.

Relevant staff begin training to implement
the L3 program and / or continue training,
including the monitoring and analysis of
students in the program.

Greater student engagement and individual
achievement in working mathematics
through teacher training and
implementation of Youcubed mindsets and
problem solving collaborative activities
interwoven in numeracy program.  See
measurements in Strategic Direction 1.

Evaluation Plan

Improved student outcomes in focus areas
driven by quality learning delivered by
highly professional, motivated teachers

Practices and Products

Products

All teachers have understanding of what is
required and actively collating quality
samples of student work to
demonstrate  improved outcomes against
state descriptors.  Recording professional
training, research programs and class
observations  against teaching standards to
achieve, maintain or work towards
accreditation goals

Early Stage One and Stage One students
engage in authentic Literacy, Language
and Literacy quality teaching practices.  
The  program drives student performances
at expected or beyond expected levels
through meticulous and regular monitoring
and adjustment of learning plans

Student achievement and progress plotting
– consistency and sequential learning K – 6
– process

PDPs relevant to professional growth of
staff while meeting needs of school.

Relevant, purposeful assessment, analysis,
evaluation and action planning process
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Strategic Direction 3: Excellence in Leading

Purpose

Inspiring a love of learning, confidence,
creativity, compassion and resilience in our
students as future global students by
building capacity of students, staff and
community through:

Seeking excellence in meeting the diverse
needs of our students, staff and
community.

Building stronger links with community
through greater understanding to support
their children's learning.

Instilling and promoting School Community
high expectations and strong values.

Maintaining a safe and nurturing
environment.

Improvement Measures

 The school has embedded practices

and explicit systems for collaboration,
classroom observation, the modelling of
effective practice and feedback to drive and
sustain ongoing, school–wide improvement
in teaching practice and student outcomes.

School–wide and inter–school relationships
provide mentoring and coaching support to
ensure the ongoing development of all staff
The school staff team makes deliberate
and strategic use of its partnerships and
relationships to access resources for the
purpose of enriching the school’s standing
within the local community and improving
student outcomes.

The school has in place a comprehensive
and inclusive framework to support the
cognitive, emotional, social, physical and

People

Students

K – 6 students and student leaders

Staff

Executive and aspiring executive.

All staff including non teaching staff

Parents/Carers

Parents and Carers, P & C and the
Community

Processes

Student, Staff and Parent satisfaction
reflects a excellence in wellbeing, strong
sense of belonging and confidence and
inspired as  long life learners. 

Highly effective coordinated pastoral care
programs that incorporates citizenship and 
school values  through social skill programs
and student leadership programs

Strong leadership facilitating delegation of
roles, responsibility and collaboration  (
every school community member is a
leader and contributes to our school.)

Evaluation Plan

   Feedback will be collected and analysed
at regular intervals to assess student staff
and community's sense of the schools
collective and individual wellbeing.  

Practices and Products

Practices

School Wellbeing and Discipline Policy is
understood and supported by the School
community trhough consistency and
communication.

Students are provided with increased
leadership roles and are well supported to
take on greater responsibility being
proactive and resilient in their own
wellbeing and learning.

Professional training, mentoring and
practices support Quality teaching
standards and individual staff professional
development goals.

Succession plans and systems are in place
through mentoring and sharing of
information and best practices.

All staff have access to relevant support to
increase capacity eg specific PL, collegial
training, mentoring within the school.
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Strategic Direction 3: Excellence in Leading

Improvement Measures

spiritual wellbeing of students, which
measurably improves individual and
collective wellbeing.
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